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- A 12-week discovery programme to explore the potential for digital 		
locks and mobile keys for communal doors and void properties.
- Starts June 2022
- DINLab fee from £4,950 + VAT

DINLabs

The Challenge
Housing providers have multiple challenges when it comes to
managing access to their properties.

• Access to voids
The management of void properties consumes a lot
of internal resources and requires a lot of
coordination and often this simply boils down to
providing timely access to a property.
This can include fixing key locks to properties or
traveling a distance just to handover keys or fobs to
provide access to a property.
Unloc believe that a significant number of on-site
visits can be reduced by offering mobile keys that
can be issued remotely on a temporary basis. This
will free up internal and external resources and time.

• Access to Communal Areas

What solutions is the DINLab
looking to test?
We believe a significant amount of time can be saved
using smart locks and mobile keys, allowing
colleagues to focus on higher quality tasks.
In this DINLab we will test:

• Whether smart locks can minimise delays between
tenancies on void properties
Currently smart keys are used more within Europe
than the UK
• Test how tenants and housing providers in the UK
adapt to using mobile keys.

The individual management of flats or communal
areas where tenants (and contractors) lose their fob/
key, or do not return them when they move out.

Unloc can be used in tandem with existing keys
and locks
• If tenant behaviour change in how they open 		
doors during the course of the DINLab.

To support tenants who for example have care and
medical needs, who need quick and easy access to
the building.

• Understand how often the keys are shared - for the
housing provider during a void, access to the 		
communal areas and by the tenant into their home.
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What is Unloc?
Unloc is quick and easy to set up on your
communal and tenant doors, with
installation completed in as little as 15
minutes. This is a simple upgrade to the
lock on a door, by adding a small
Bluetooth-device into it. The door is now
Unloc-enabled!
Once installed, the property administrators get access
to a web-portal (usually integrated with the
organisation’s existing management system) where
they get complete control of who has access to your
building’s communal doors – both where and when,
with the ability to share and revoke keys instantly as
tenants move in and out. This simplifies access to
communal areas and ad hoc access can be given at
any time.
After property administrators have shared mobile keys
with tenants, they simply download the Unloc app and
securely log in with their phone number. Residents are
now ready to start using and sharing their keys

How will Unloc help manage
access into properties?

By integrating Unloc into your
property management software and
introducing smart locks over time to
your property portfolio, you will be
able to manage all keys and access to
buildings remotely. Your tenants gain
the option to share their keys with
family and friends.
This means you can effortlessly let in those
you trust. No one will have to be physically
there - including operatives, neighbourhood
coordinators, residents friends or support
professionals. Unloc allows the facility to
choose how long someone will have access to
a door.
At the of the tenancy, this means that keys
don’t need to be handed back. Access can
either automatically expire at the end of a
tenancy or can be revoked remotely.

Benefits for housing providers include:
• Increased operational efficiency by reducing
key hassle for property managers
• Decreased travel and fuel costs
• Less keys going astray, reducing costs 		
from replacing locks
• Decreased maintenance costs from less
physical usage of a lock
• Decreased operational emissions from 		
less miles driven, not needing to 			
physically handover keys

Who is this
DINLab for?

What will tenants and
residents benefit from?

Unloc has been successfully working with
the largest building societies in the
Nordics for several years, with 2.5 million
doors opened so far. From this experience,
they have built up vast knowledge from
working closely with property
management teams.

• No more lost or forgotten keys

This DINLab will test how this can be delivered in
the very same way for UK housing providers and
their customers/tenants.

1.
2.
3.
4.

If you believe there is a better way to 		
manage access to properties and 			
communal areas.
Housing providers who have properties 		
with communal entrances.
If you want to understand how smart locks 		
could support voids and repairs.
An opportunity to learn and share with 		
other like-minded providers ways in which 		
the Unloc approach can enable business 		
efficiencies and customer experience and 		
support the delivery of net zero.

a phone is usually the last thing lost and if this did 		
happen, a physical key can still be used.

• Flexibility and freedom

through the ability to share keys with others. Tenants 		
and residents no longer need to hand out physical keys
to people needing access, or stay at home just to let 		
someone in. Share time-limited mobile keys can be 		
shared with care support, repair operatives, friends 		
and family.

• Increased safety

by receiving alerts when someone uses their key, like 		
knowing a child has returned home from school safely.
Unlike physical keys, this gives full control over who 		
has keys to their front door from the Unloc app.

Security matters
What if the system is hacked?
The highest standards of security are in force
when it comes to encrypting keys and
communication between the locks and Unloc. It is
considerably easier from a practical point of view
to simply break the lock or door than trying to
hack the Google Cloud where Unloc’s services are
hosted.

What if your phone gets stolen or you run
out of battery?
The suggested solutions work ‘offline’ meaning
that a lock can only be opened when you are near
it with your phone and never remotely.

Unloc isn’t looking to replace your existing locks
and access systems but adds mobile keys as an
option. With Unloc, it is your decision if you would
This suggested solution works ‘offline’ meaning
like to go fully digital and remove fobs and
that a lock can only be opened when near it with a physical keys entirely or use both in tandem.
phone and never remotely.

This means that even if you are running out of
battery your tenants will typically have shared
multiple keys with family and friends living nearby
or a temporary key can be shared with a
neighbour to grant instant access. Where your
phone gets stolen, keys can be revoked remotely
by the housing provider.

The DINLab Programme and Process
Pilot
preparation
1. Agree on scope of pilot.
• Select one to three 		
apartment blocks where 		
communal doors will get 		
Unloc enabled (this 		
includes cupboards and/or
utility rooms).
• Identify at least five void 		
properties for Unloc to be
installed.
2. Identify Installation 		
partners (external or 		
in-house)
• Training for in-house teams
or external installers on 		
how to Unloc enable doors
– often, a retrofit to digitise
existing access systems or
locks will be required.
3. Success Measures
• Capture current costs with
traditional key access.

DINLab
setup
1. Arrange for the door 		
inspection and enabling
Unloc.
2. Communication and 		
training of housing 		
provider’s staff.
3. Inform tenants
• Unloc shares an email and
SMS template that can be
sent out to inform the
tenants of what mobile keys
are, how to use them and
when they will receive their
first mobile key. Unloc’s
 customer success team also
provides an open channel
to tenants directly to
address any questions that
may come up.
4. Installer performs the 		
installation and hangs up
posters provided by 		
Unloc.
• After the installation is 		
completed, posters are put
up on the walls/doors of the
building to inform residents
that on a specified date,
their building has been
Unloc enabled.

Pilot
execution
(8 to 12 weeks)
1. Housing provider’s staff
shares mobile keys with
tenants who receive a 		
SMS with a link to the 		
Unloc app.
2. The pilot is live!
• Tenants can now open 		
doors from their phone and
share keys with others, and
property managers can 		
administer who has access
where and when at all 		
times.
3. Mid-period review
• Housing provider and 		
Unloc review preliminary 		
results of the pilot, and if 		
any adjusted iterations 		
need to be made.

Pilot
end
1. Review of results and
next steps.
• Business case prepared 		
with tenant experience and
savings identified.

Outcomes

What we would
need from you

Smart locks fitted to two low or high-rise
apartment communal entrances (and
include non-tenant areas such as
• Project sponsor (leadership team level)
electrical cupboards, cleaner cupboards
etc) and a minimum of five void properties • One dedicated project manager to
handle support and be hands-on
(either apartments or houses).
throughout the full pilot project

• Training for inhouse teams to install the Unloc 		
technology to doors and how to use the Unloc 		 • E-mail marketing channel to support 		
landlord dashboard.
tenant communication
• Business case identifying costs and benefits 		 To establish and measure how well this solves
achieved during the DINLab.
your organisation’s problems, historical data on

• Marketing support to assist tenants in using 		 how many trips within the organisation are related
to keys and other related metrics i.e. miles covered
mobile keys
for those trips, time and money spent on keys/
• ESG Case study for the DINLab which aims
locks would be helpful. We would ask each
to show
participating organisation to start collecting some
of this data in the weeks prior to the pilot where
o Reduction in the number of on-site visits 		
possible. Unloc will also offer support to collect
		 where typically a key handover needs to 		
this data during the pilot.
		 happen or where a colleague needs to be 		
		 on-site to open doors to external parties.
As part of the survey prior to roll out, we will need
to collect information about the locks and
o Reduced time, mileage and cost of key 		
software used to evaluate the company’s fit for a
		 replacements by adopting mobile keys
pilot. The system used to issue mobile keys is a
• Sharing of best practice and learning from the 		 standalone product, however we will work with
DINLab participants and work already 			 the housing providers to integrate Unloc with their
existing platforms.
undertaken with Unlocs Nordic clients.
Additional doors can be added into the DINLab
for a small cost to cover the hardware charge.

Unloc will also create a dedicated dashboard to
monitor progress and keep a live view on your
pilot.

Meet the DINLab Team

Richard Senger

Finn Magnus Holden

Michael Wehus

UK Country Manager

Customer Success

Lock Specialist

PIN Director

Richard is the main point of contact
and project lead for the DINLab

Finn supports housing providers and
its tenants to make the best use of
Unloc.

Michael trains housing providers
in-house teams on how to install
and enable existing locks. He is the
main point of contact for technical
enquiries.

Jenny will manage the DINLab
experience for participating
organisations and ensure the
published expectations are met.

www.linkedin.com/in/richardsenger/

www.linkedin.com/in/finn-magnus-holden/

www.linkedin.com/in
michael-wehus-3682641b5/

www.unloc.app
www.linkedin.com/company/unlocapp/

Jenny Danson

Timescales

Participation fee

DINLab Webinar Launch to the Sector:
Thursday 5 May 2022 2pm to 3pm

The cost for the DINLab is:

DINLab Expressions of Interest:
By Wednesday 25 May 2022
DINLab period:
Starts mid June ends August 2022

PIN

£4,950 plus VAT for DIN and PIN members per
organisation

Proptech
Innovation
Network

£6,950 plus VAT for non members per
organisation

Unloc will provide the hardware for the communal
For more information or to register your interest in or tenant door for the DINLab. This can either be
this DINLab please contact Jenny Danson PIN
returned at the end of the DINLab or will form part
Network Director at Jenny.Danson@
of the commercial contract if the Housing Provider
DisruptiveInnovatorsNetwork.co.uk or
continues to work with Unloc.
telephone 07733 323 748
Following the completion of this DINLab, Unloc is
happy to offer free Unloc services up to a value of
Book your organisation on this
£1,000 in the first year with a signed commercial
agreement.
DINLab programme here

DINlab in partnership with

For this DINLab to take place, we need a
minimum of five housing providers to take part.

A specialist network
Delivery partners

Department for Levelling Up,
Housing & Communities
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